EASY DUNKER
...World’s largest and
safest dunk tank!

Trailer-mounted for easy
transportation (2” trailer ball)

Read the set-up and operating
instructions carefully. Review
with dunkee and all supervisors.

NEVER MOVE THE DUNK TANK WITH WATER IN IT
NEVER LEAVE A FILLED TANK UNATTENDED!
675 E. Capital Ave. • Bellevue, MI 49021 • 1-800-772-7587
Fax (269) 763-3359 • www.myfunservices.com

EASY DUNKER
Set Up Instructions

675 E. Capital Ave.
Bellevue, MI 49021
1-800-772-7587
www.myfunservices.com

1.

Select a level area that is away from electricity.

2.

Unhook trailer and lights from tow vehicle and roll to set up area. (NOTE: Trailer and tank are one
unit, do not try to separate.

3.

Unplug flat 4 light adapter. Raise tongue end of trailer and remove hitch pins from tongue bar.
Slide tongue bar out and replace pins in bar.
Extra $25.00 FEE if flat 4 light adapter bar
is returned damaged.

4.

Slowly lift up and set tank upright. (Be careful not to drop tank on its bottom.)

5.

Untie rope holding the wing against the tank. Swing wing out into position. It will be necessary to
block the bottom of the wing so the wind does not move it as this will cause the target arm to bend.
(2 STAKES PROVIDED)*
*If on pavement
weigh down
with sandbags.

6.

Hang vinyl backdrop with bungee cords provided.

7.

Check drain plug to make sure it is tight and then fill tank to at least 8” from the top with
water. (approx. 500 gallons - 1½ - 2 hours to fill and drain)

8.

Place arm pin into hole and secure with pin. End of arm goes between the trigger mechanism.
Target screws onto the end of arm after backdrop is hung.

9.

You MUST use the ladder on back to climb into tank. Check to see that the seat is properly
secured and released by the front of the seat and push down. With the other hand “test” the
target to see that it works properly. Train person on tank to reset the seat properly each time.

Rope off an area around the dunk tank to
keep spectators 5 feet away from tank.
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EASY DUNKER
Take Down and Towing
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1.

As soon as you are finished using the Dunker, open the drain plug and let the tank empty.
(It takes about 1½ hours) Rinse out any debris.

2.

Remove target, vinyl back drop and arm.

3.

Fold wing in against the side of the unit and securely tie off. Then slowly tilt tank back onto its wheels.

4.

Place seat in its “up” position and lock.

5.

Insert hitch tongue and use both pins to secure it. Plug flat 4 light adapter on hitch into flat 4 adapter
on dunk tank frame.

6.

Attach trailer to vehicle. Put pin or bolt through hitch release lever and secure. Attach safety chain
to vehicle.

7.

Hook up lights to tow vehicle and be sure to test the turn signals and brake lights before towing.

8.

Place target, target arm, balls and vinyl backdrop in tow vehicle.

YOU WILL BE CHARGED REPLACEMENT COSTS PLUS
FREIGHT FOR ANY ITEMS NOT RETURNED.

PLEASE: Wipe off vinyl backdrop before storing.
There will be a cleaning fee of $25 if returned dirty.

SAFETY FIRST!
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1.

Wipe any spilled water from areas where people are walking
to prevent slip and fall.

Do not operate EASY DUNKER during a storm.

Do not hit target with hands.

NEVER stand on seat.

Never use baseballs or other hard balls.

Only one person at a time allowed on the seat or in the tank.

To keep from slipping, always wear tennis shoes.

Keep all non-swimmers and anyone less that 5’ tall out
of tank. (Sorry, no children in tank.)

NEVER leave a filled dunk tank unattended by an adult.
When tank is unattended, always drain water.

Keep water level filled to at least 8” from top of tank.

Keep EASY DUNKER away from electricity.

Safety Instructions

11.

For your FUN event
call 1-800-772-7587
www.funpartyrental.com

Attention:
Dunkee

Participate at
own risk!

Wear shoes, keep hands on knees and sit forward.
Do not grab sides of tank when getting dunked.

Move towards the front of the tank when coming up
out of water to avoid hitting head on the seat.

IMPORTANT!
DO NOT enter dunker while intoxicated or under
the influence of drugs.

DO NOT sit on the dunk tank if back or neck problems,
heart trouble, any other serious medical condition
or pregnant.

HAVE A

AND SAFE EVENT

---------------------------------------------------------PATRON RESPONSIBILITY
There are risks in the participation in or on any
amusement ride, device or attraction.
Patrons of an amusement ride, device or attraction – by participation –
accept the risks which are posted.
Patrons have a duty to exercise good judgment and act in a
responsible manner while using the amusement attraction
and to obey all oral or written warnings, prior to and during participation.
Patrons have a duty to not participate on any amusement device
or attraction while under the influence of drugs or alcohol
or due to health conditions.
Patrons have a duty to properly use all safety
equipment provided.
______________________________________________

DO NOT ENTER ANY AMUSEMENT DEVICE
IF OPERATOR IS NOT PRESENT.
______________________________________________

Place this at the ticket table or close to the amusement device for patrons to read.

